

In 2015, the chairs of theory and methodology of the Kazakh language and Kazakh literature were reorganized. The head of the chair is a doctor of pedagogical sciences, associate professor Zhanat Dauletbekova.

The «Kazakh language and literature» chair is one of the fundamental and oldest staff of AbaiKazNPU for the preparation of philological and pedagogical specialists.


In the 2018-2019 academic year, the theory of the Kazakh language and methodology chair and Academician S. Kirabayev Kazakh literature chair and the chair of practical languages were combined into Academician S. Kirabayev chair of the Kazakh language and literature, as the head of the chair was appointed doctor of philological sciences, professor Kalbike Yessenova.

Today, the chair’s staff continue to carry out scientific, educational and methodical work of the older generation. Currently, the chair includes 14 doctors of sciences, 22 candidates of sciences, 2 PhD, 4 masters and 5 senior lecturers.

In the Republic, the Chair is the leader in training specialists at the undergraduate, graduate and doctoral levels in the specialties 5B011700 - «Kazakh language and literature», 5B012100 - «Kazakh language and literature» in schools...
with non-Kazakh language», 5B021400 - «Literary studies», 5B20500 - «Philology». The work of the chair is carried out in three directions: scientific-theoretical, scientific-methodical, educational.